
CHAPTER 2

Throughout Chapter 2, the author describes several types of Brazilian music. As students read this chapter,
have them to create a reference guide for these styles. Handout 2.1 in the Supplementary Materials section
may be used for this assignment. The sample guide below contains examples of information students may
glean from the text and enter into the Style/Genre Reference Guide.

HANDOUT 2.1
Chapter 2 Style/Genre Reference Guide

Origins Purpose
/Function

Description/Characteristics

Choro Grew from
polka/social
dances in Rio de
Janeiro (1845);
name derived
from verb
meaning “to
weep” referring
to melancholy
style

Social dances, cafes,
private parties. Some
instances of use in art
music

Syncopated 16th note background; long
graceful melodic lines; standard
instrumentation originally was cavaquinho,
two guitars and solo instrument (flute,
clarinet, sax, etc. are common)--Later
(1930s), added samba percussion to choro
groups; revival of interest began in 1970s

Bossa
Nova

Some references
in 1940s, but
generally
considered to be
a product of the
modernizing
trend in 1950s

Primarily Jazz clubs,
TV and movie
soundtracks, home
listening

Integration of elements for aesthetic effect;
Syncopated melodies following accents of
language; Guitar accompaniment is termed
violão gago (stammering guitar);
modulations to unexpected keys. Often
integrated with jazz.

Tropicália Late 1960s
Bahia/Rio de
Janeiro

Combining diverse
musical sounds;
promoting social-
political agendas (led
to arrest of major
figures in movement
by military
government)

Absorbs diverse international elements,
including rock) and combines them with
elements of Brazilian culture

MPB 1960s cultural
elite with
reformist
political ideals

Originally, to
distinguish from
typical rock music;
sometimes included
social-political
protest

Popular music of high artistic achievement
drawing from Brazilian musical traditions
and usually using acoustic instruments;
carefully crafted lyrics

Música
Brega

From 1950s to
present
paralleling US
pop culture
period

Mass entertainment:
radio stations, live
acts, jukeboxes, etc.

Popular songs expressing universal
sentiments in direct, unpretentious ways;
staple of radio stations targeting working-
class audiences. (“Brega” translates as
“tacky” or “tasteless.”)
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Choro

AA (1-5)  S,C/U (6)

Choro symbolizes Brazilianness because it is among the first distinctively Brazilian ways of composing
and playing instrumental music. Choro compositions such as “Tico-Tico no Fubá” and “Brasileirinho” are
among the most widely-recognized pieces of Brazilian music. A revival of interest in choro and other
traditional Brazilian genres in the 1970s led to the emergence of a new generation of performers and
composers, the acceptance of choro on equal terms with art music, the inclusion of choro in music
education in Brazil, and the performance and appreciation of choro outside of Brazil. (Pages 29-35)

1. The history of choro dates back to 1845 when which dance arrived in Rio de Janeiro?
2. Discuss the varied interpretations of the origin of the name choro.
3. Describe the form used in choros from the late 19th and early 20th centuries.
4. In which types of musical ensembles were many of the choro musicians trained?
5. The choro has experienced several low periods of popularity. Under what circumstances did

choro enter a revival of popularity in the 1970s?
6. Discuss some of the reasons why choro and jazz genres share many characteristics. To

illustrate this, compare “Língua de Preto” (CD Track 1) to a US jazz or ragtime work of the
early 20th century.

7. Unlike most genres of music in Brazil, choro has had women composers and performers
involved since its earliest days. How many women composers of choro have been identified
through research?

8. List the six signs of choro’s current vitality as a musical genre.

Listening to “Língua de Preto” (CD Track 1)

AA

“Língua de Preto,” the choro composition heard on CD Track 1, was originally a polka. The recording
presents it as performed in the current choro style. It was first recorded between 1907 and 1912 by the
Banda da Força Policial do Estado de São Paulo, on the Odeon label. It was also recorded by the Banda da
Casa Edison in 1913.

1. Using the “Língua de Preto” Listening Guide (Below and as Handout 2.2 in the
        Supplementary Materials section of this manual) to write descriptions of each event.

a. In particular, listen to the various themes and not to what extent they are repetitions
of earlier themes, variations on earlier themes, or entirely new themes.

b. Describe each theme in terms of rhythms, patterns, playing techniques.
2. Before listening to CD Track 1 a second time, practice clapping or tapping the following
        rhythms that may occur as part of the percussion background for “Língua de
        Preto.” 

3.     As you listen to CD Track 1 the second time, lightly tap or clap the lines as an
                      accompaniment. After the second hearing, discuss which types of classroom instruments the 
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lines would best be played upon (suggestions: Line one=shaker; Line 2 = woodblock; Line
three = scraper)

4.     As you listen to CD Track 1 a third time, have selected students play the rhythms on 
                      classroom percussion instruments as determined above.

A sample listening guide is given below with some examples of what response may include.
Remember, these examples are not detailed descriptions and students should be encouraged to include
substantially more information.

HANDOUT 2.2
“Língua de Preto” Listening guide

Timing Event Description
0:00 Theme 1

0:46 Theme 2

1:01 Theme 1

1:22 Theme 3

1:42 Repeat and transition

1:59 Theme 1

2:24 Coda

2:50 Fade out

Brazilian Art Music

AA

Brazilian art music is briefly surveyed on pages 35-36.

1. List prominent musicians and composers who are Brazilian in nationality or spent part of 
        their career living and working in Brazil.
2. During the colonial period, in which types of institutions was most art music activity 
        centered?
3. In which ways did composers and musicians during the period of musical nationalism and
        twentieth century keep in touch with traditional Brazilian musics?
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Bossa Nova

AA (1-3, 5-7) C/U (4, 8)

Bossa nova is characterized by beautiful melodies that are both tuneful and memorable, on the one hand,
and extremely well-crafted in terms of motivic development, on the other. Bossa nova symbolizes the
beaches, nightclubs, and upscale apartments of Rio de Janeiro, the idyllic image of Rio de Janeiro that is
shown in the film Black Orpheus; a hopeful time of modernization in Brazil just before the 1964 military
coup, the tropical setting of Brazil in general, and, the sophistication of the late 1950s-early 1960s. (Pages
36-46)

1. Prior to bossa nova,  non-Brazilians associated Brazilian music with which performer?
2. What is the origin of the term bossa nova?
3. List some of the core of musicians, lyricists, and composers who established the bossa nova

style.
4. Advanced students may complete Activity 2.2 on pages 34-39 in Music in Brazil. A simpler

exercise appropriate for younger students is below.
5. Discuss the various ways bossa nova was performed in addition to the solo voice with guitar

accompaniment popularized by João Gilberto.
6. What are the differences between the Cuban clave rhythm and the rhythm pattern often found

in bossa nova accompaniments?
7. Identify major jazz figures who incorporated bossa nova into their music.
8. Discuss the modernization movement promoted by Kubitschek and how bossa nova related to

this movement..

Listening to “The Girl from Ipanema” (Obtain recording through on-line site or purchase compact disk)

AA (1, 2, 3, 4, 7)
S/CU (5, 8, 9)

 “The Girl from Ipanema” is a classic example of bossa nova style, a key aspect of which is the integration
of the elements of the song in order to communicate a strong aesthetic effect. Voice, instrumental
accompaniment, and lyrics are carefully coordinated so that no single element is more prominent than the
others. (Pages 38-42)

NOTE: Both the original Portuguese and English lyrics for “Girl from Ipanema” may be found at the
following web site:

http://www.bossanovaguitar.com/antonio_carlos_jobim/chords_lyrics/the_girl_from_ipanema.html

1. Obtain a recording of “The Girl from Ipanema” by Gilberto and Stan Getz (The version used for
the model in this lesson is available on Windows Media Player Media Guide, for example)

2. As you listen to the recording, use the digital counter on your playback device, indicate where
major musical events occur.

3. Listen closely to the two vocalists and the saxophone soloist. Describe the tone quality of each
considering similarities and differences.

4. Listen to the guitar background shown below and as Figure 2.2 on page 39. Can you identify each
of the following rhythm patterns? Before listening to the recording again, clap or tap these
rhythms, then clap/tap as you listen again.
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5. Describe the varied accompaniments and the interplay between voices and instruments.
6. Describe the subtle changes in instrumentation, texture, rhythms in each repeat of the A sections,

B section, etc.
7. After completing your listening chart, compare your observations to those of the author on page

91 in Music in Brazil.
8. After completing this listening exercise, obtain another recording of “The Girl from Ipanema” by a

different group and create a chart comparing the two performances noting similarities and
differences.

9. Advanced students may identify chord changes to note the characteristic “modulations to
unexpected keys” found in bossa nova style.

HANDOUT  2.3
“The Girl from Ipanema” (““Garôta de Ipanema”)

Time Event Melody Description
0:00 Intro Male vocal

João Gilberto
0:08 A Male vocal

0:23 A Male vocal

0:37 B Male vocal

1:07 A Male vocal

1:22 A Female vocal
Astrud Gilberto

1:36 A Female vocal

1:51 B Female vocal

2:21 A Female vocal

2:35 AABA Saxophone solo
Stan Getz

3:38 A Piano
Tom Jobim

3:52 A Piano

4:18 B Female vocal

4:48 A Female vocal, Saxophone
counterline

5:00 Coda Female vocal, saxophone
fills
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Tropicália: Cultural cannibalism

AA

Tropicália was a popular culture movement animated by the spirit of artistic “cannibalism.” The lasting
significance of tropicália is that it showed how Brazilian popular musicians could absorb the most diverse
international cultural elements, especially rock, combine them with elements of Brazilian culture,
especially from Bahia, the home state of many of the participants, and form them into something
distinctively Brazilian. (Pages 46-48)

1. How long did Tropicália last as a popular culture movement?
2. Who were the two most prominent figures associated with Tropicália?
3. Discuss some of the innovations and borrowing from other cultures of Tropicália?
4. What event effectively ended the Tropicália movement?

MPB: música popular brasileira

AA (1-2, 4)  S, C/U (3, 5)

The term MPB (música popular brasileira) came into use in the 1960s to designate popular music of high
artistic achievement that drew from Brazilian musical traditions and used acoustic instruments. It was
intended to distinguish its practitioners’ music from rock, but since then MPB artists have incorporated a
wide range of styles, including rock. (Pages 48-50)

1. Why would non-Portuguese speakers encounter difficulty in fully appreciating the carefully
        crafted lyrics of MPB?
2. What was the purpose of multiple layers of interpretation in the lyrics of MPB music during

the 1960s?
3. Compare the use of MPB to the use of “new” folks songs created and performed by US

musicians during the 1960s.
4. In what ways did the music of Milton Nascimento draw on regional music to create his

“sound”?
5. Although Nascimento’s music had strong regional associations, it became a national symbol.

Discuss the reasons why this might be.

Música Brega

AA

Música brega taps into the taste of Brazilian listeners for songs that express universal sentiments in direct,
unpretentious ways. This music has a huge audience throughout Brazil and in other Latin American
countries, but it is either unknown to most North American listeners of Brazilian music, or it is dismissed
as just another example of the international romantic pop ballad. (Pages 50-54)
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1. Which Brazilian social classes are the primary audience of música brega?
2. What are the venues in which one might hear música brega in Brazil?
3. Because of his long career, large number of record sales, and continuing strong popularity

with his fans, Roberto Carlos is called the King of Brazilian pop music. List some of the ways
in which he reaches his fans through choice of song topics and lyrics.

4. Musicians in other cultures have also been accorded such titles as “The King” of a certain
genre. Using such data as number of recordings sold, length of career, number of recordings
of his songs covered by other artists, and versatility as an entertainer in several media,
compare Roberto Carlos with other “Kings” of music.

Below is an example of how a chart may be used to compare these artists. The names of other artists are
merely a suggestion. Students may choose to research information about their own “King.”

HANDOUT 2.4
Comparison of Artists

Roberto
Carlos:
King of

Brazilian Pop
Music

Benny
Goodman:

King of Swing

Clifton
Chenier:

King of Zydeco

Elvis Presley:
The King of

Rock and Roll

Length of
career

From 1958 to
present

Record sales Total of more
than 100
million copies;
first Latin
American to
sell more than
the Beatles

Entertainment
media

Recordings;
Live concerts;
Radio;
Television;
motion pictures

Covers by
other artists

Songs recorded
by other major
Brazilian
artists


